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VI issue discovered May 1999
Nearly 800 homes tested
Nearly 400 home mitigated
Over 10,000 IA samples
Routine monitoring & system
inspections continue today

• Post-WWII residential
community
• Middle class neighborhood
• Most owner-occupied
• Largely English-speaking
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Results of Initial Access Attempts
for Testing & Mitigation

REF

• First 8 homes
• One refusal

GW Flow
Redfield
Redfield
Rifle
Rifle Scopes
Scopes

> DCE A.L. 0.49 µg/m³
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Results of Initial Access Attempts
for Testing & Mitigation
• First 8 homes
• One refusal

• After one year (180 homes)
• Seven refusals (96% access)
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Results of Initial Access Attempts
for Testing & Mitigation
• First 8 homes
• One refusal

• After one year (180 homes)
• Seven refusals (96% access)

• After plume fully delineated (780 homes)
• 31 refusals (96% access)
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Why were we so successful
at gaining initial access?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The right people
Transparency
Detailed explanations
Face to face contacts
Multiple access attempts
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Why were we so successful
at gaining initial access?
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The right people
Transparency
Detailed explanations
Face to face contacts
Multiple access attempts
Community-wide
communications
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Access Attempts for
Follow-on Monitoring &
Inspections
Access results in 2019

• Annual testing of select homes & inspection
of mitigation systems
• 96 of 231 residents did not respond to access
requests (58.5% success rate)
• 3 phone calls, note on door, certified letter

• Community “program fatigue” over time
• Self-reporting of system malfunctions
becomes more important
• Continued community awareness and access
to information also becomes more important
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Application of Redfield Experience to the “Soil-Gas-Safe”
Community Concept
• Homeowner participation in OM&M is intrinsic to maintaining a SGSC
• e.g., providing continued access for testing/inspections and reporting mitigation
system problems when they occur between visits

• “Program fatigue” and reduced participation during long-term OM&M
inhibits maintaining a SGSC
• Finding ways to maintain homeowner involvement during the OM&M
phase could help maintain a SGSC, potentially by:
• Evolving communications to encourage continued participation
• Engaging community organizations and volunteers to champion SGSC efforts
• Use of ITS through education and technical support
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